Abstract. In this paper, a MATLAB package bdm_mfem for a linear Brezzi-DouglasMarini (BDM) mixed finite element method is provided for the numerical solution of elliptic diffusion problems with mixed boundary conditions on unstructured grids. BDM basis functions defined by standard barycentric coordinates are used in the paper. Local and global edge ordering are treated carefully. MATLAB build-in functions and vectorizations are used to guarantee the erectness of the programs. The package is simple and efficient, and can be easily adapted for more complicated edge-based finite element spaces. A numerical example is provided to illustrate the usage of the package.
Introduction
In recent years, MATLAB is widely used in the numerical simulation and is proved to be an excellent tool for academic educations. For example, Trefethen's book on spectral methods [15] is extremely popular. In the area of finite element method, there are several papers on writing clear, short, and easily adapted MATLAB codes, for example [1, 2, 10, 11] . Vectorizations are used in [10] and [11] to guarantee the effectiveness of the MATLAB finite elements codes. The mixed finite element [13, 3, 4] is now widely used in many area of scientific computation. For example, in [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] , we use RT(RviartThomas)/BDM(Brezzi-Douglas-Marini) space to build recovery-based a posteriori error estimators. On the other side, except for the clear presentation of [2] on RT 0 , the implementation of more complicated BDM elements is still somehow confusing for researchers and students. The purpose of this paper is to fill this gap by giving a simple, efficient, and easily adaptable MATLAB implementation of BDM 1 -P 0 mixed finite element methods for of elliptic diffusion problems with mixed boundary conditions on unstructured grids.
For linear BDM elements, there are several versions to write the basis functions explicitly. In [4, 14] , basis functions are defined on each elements using heights and normal vectors. This version of basis functions is less straightforward than the basis functions defined by barycentric coordinates. After all, everyone is very familiar with barycentric coordinates in finite element programmings. Thus, in this implementation, we will use the definition which only uses barycentric coordinates.
There are two basis functions on each edge for linear BDM elements. Unlike the RT element, BDM basis functions depend on the stating and terminal points of the edge. Thus, when assembling the local matrix, for a local edge on each element, we need to make sure we find its correct global stating and terminal points of the edge. There is an implementation of BDM element in iFEM package [10] https://bitbucket.org/ifem/ifem/. But in order to make the local ordering of edges in an element is the same as the global ordering of edges, the triangles are not always counterclockwisely oriented. This will cause confusion for programmers. And if we use this ordering, sometime we may need two kinds of element map, one is counterclockwisely ordered, the other is ordered by the indices of vertices. This will make things more complicated. In this implementation, we will use the standard counterclockwisely ordering of vertices of triangles.
Besides these issues, to get the right convergence order, we need to handle the boundary conditions carefully. In this package, we use the basic data structure of iFEM [10] , and full MATLAB vectorization is used.
In a summery, in this package:
(1) BDM 1 basis functions are explicitly defined using barycentric coordinates. The package can be download from http://personal.cityu.edu.hk/~szhang26/bdm_ mfem.zip.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model diffusion problem, its BDM 1 -P 0 mixed finite element approximation and the corresponding matrix problem. Section 3 introduces a simple example problem to demonstrate out MATLAB code. In Section 4, edge-based linear BDM basis functions are defined. The main part of the code for the matrix problem is discussed in Section 6. MATLAB functions to checking the errors are discussed in Section 7. Finally, we discuss some related finite elements in Section 8.
2.
Model problem and BDM1-P0 mixed finite element method 2.1. Model problem. Let Ω be a bounded polygonal domain in 2 , with boundary ∂Ω =Γ D ∪Γ N , Γ D ∩ Γ N = ∅, and measure (Γ D ) = 0, and let n be the outward unit vector normal to the boundary. For a vector function τ = (τ 1 , τ 2 ), define the divergence and curl operators by ∇ · τ =
. For a function v, define the gradient and rotation operators by ∇v = (
We assume that the right-hand side f ∈ L 2 (Ω), g D in H 1/2 (Γ D ), and that g N ∈ L 2 (Γ N ), and that α(x) is a positive piecewise constant function. Define the flux by σ = −α(x)∇u, then we have
Define the standard H(div; Ω) spaces as
Multiply the first equation in (2.3) by a τ ∈ H N (div; Ω) and integrating by parts, we get
where (·, ·) ω is the L 2 inner product on a domain ω. If ω = Ω, we omit the subscript. Then the mixed variational formulation is to find (σ,
The existence, uniqueness, and stability results of (2.4) are well-known, and can be found in standard references, for example, [4] .
2.2. BDM 1 -P 0 mixed formulation. Let T = {K} be a regular triangulation of the domain Ω. Denote the set of all edges of the triangulation by E := E I ∪ E D ∪ E N , where E I is the set of all interior element edges and E D and E N are the sets of all boundary edges belonging to the respective Γ D and Γ N . For any element K ∈ T , denote by P k (K) the space of polynomials on K with total degree less than or equal to k. The H(div; Ω) conforming Brezzi-Douglas-Marini (BDM) space [3] of the lowest order is defined by
and let BDM 1,N = BDM 1 ∩ H N (div; Ω). The piecewise constant space P 0 is defined by
For simplicity, we further assume that α is a positive constant in each element K ∈ T . Let T N be the one dimensional mesh induced by T on Γ N . Define
The discrete problem (2.5) has a unique solution, and the following error estimates hold assuming that the solution (σ, u) has enough regularity:
where h is the mesh size and · k is the standard norm of Sobolev space H k . Thus, we should expect order 2 convergence of σ and order 1 convergence of u if the solution is smooth enough.
Let σ N ∈ BDM 1 be the interpolation of g N,h on Γ N (The construction of σ N will be explained in Section ?? in detail). Then σ h = σ N + σ 0 , with σ 0 ∈ BDM 1,N solves the following discrete problem:
2.3. Matrix problem. Suppose that all edges are uniquely defined with fixed initial and terminal vertices, in Section 5, we will define two basis functions φ j,1 and φ j,2 for an edge E j ∈ E, j = 1, · · · , NE, with NE is the number of edges. For simplicity, we assume that the total number of all edges in E I and E D is M , and
The real mesh may has a different order of indices). The basis of P 0 is very simple. For the element K j , its basis is 1 j which is 1 on K j and 0 elsewhere. We want to compute the coefficient vectors x ∈ IR 2NE of σ h and y ∈ IR NT of u h with respect to the BDM 1 basis and P 0 basis
with x j and x NE+j are determined by g N,h (discussed later in Section ??). Then
. Rewrite it as a matrix problem, we have
where B is a 2M × 2M matrix and C is a N T × 2M matrix with entries: (2.11)
where i = 1, · · · , M , j = 1, · · · , M , and = 1, · · · , N T ; and the right hand side where b1 is a 2M × 1 vectors and b2 is an N T × 1 vector with entries
A Numerical Example
We will demonstrate our MATLAB program by a simple test problem. Let Ω = (−1, 1) 2 , with Γ N = {x ∈ (−1, 1)} × {y = 1}, and the rest is Γ D The mesh is given in Fig. 3 . We choose the diffusion coefficient and the exact solution to be α = 10 if x < 0; 1 if x > 0; and u(x, y) = (x 2 y 2 + x)/10 + y if x < 0;
The right-hand side f = −2(x 2 + y 2 ). The exact σ is
It's clear that σ itself is not continuous, but its normal component is continuous. The boundary conditions are The MATLAB program to solve this problem is given in main.m. Lines 2-7 read the essential geometric data of the problem. Line 9 generates the edges, and other necessary geometric relations. Lines 11-12 solve the problem by the BDM 1 mixed finite element method.
4. Triangulation and geometric data structures 4.1. Geometric description and geometric relations. We follow [10] for the data representation of the set of all vertices, the regular triangulation T , the edges, and the boundaries.
The set of all vertices N = {z 1 , · · · , z N } is represented by an N×2 matrix node(1:N,1:2), where N is the number of vertices, and the i-th row of node is the coordinates of the i-th vertex z i = (x i , y i ), node(i,:)= [xi,yi]. Lines 2-3 of main.m give the node of our example. For example, the 1st vertex has coordinates x 1 = −1 and y 1 = 1. The triangulation T is represented by an NT×3 matrix elem(1:NT,1:3) with NT the number of elements. The i-th element K i = conv{z i , z j , z k } is stored as elem(i,:)= ... [i j k], where the vertices are given in the counterclockwise order. Lines 4-5 of main.m give the elem of our example. For example, the 1st element K 1 has three vertices in the order of z 4 , z 2 and z 1 .
We call the the opposite edge of the i-th vertex, i = 1, 2, 3 of a triangle the i-th edge of the triangle.
The matrix bdEdge(1:NT, 1:3) indicates which edge of an element is on the boundary of the domain. For a non-boundary edge, the value is 0; the value is 1 or 2 for a Dirichlet or Neumann boundary edge respectively. Lines 4-5 of main.m give the bdEdge of our example. For example, the 1st element K 1 has three edge, the first edge is on the Neumann boundary, and the other two are not on the boundary.
The MATLAB code geomrelations.m generates edge, elem2edge, and signedge. The explanations of these codes can be found in [10] .
The matrix edge(1:NE,1:2) is defined with NE the total number of edges, and the k-th edge E k with the starting vertex z i and the terminal vertex z j is stored as edge(k,:)= ... [i j]. We always ensure that edge(k,1)< edge(k,2). Lines 3-4 of geomrelations.m 
For an edge E j with the starting vertex z s and the terminal vertex z t , its normal direction is defined as (y t − y s , x s − x t ) t /|E j |.
The matrix elem2edge(1:NT,1:3) is the matrix whose k-th row represents the 3 global indices of the edges in the order of local edges. Each edge has its fixed global orientation, while on each element, it has a local orientation, localEdge=[2 3;3 1;1 2]. The matrix signedge is an NT×3 matrix with value 1 denoting the local and global orientations are the same, and −1 denoting that they are different. 
4.2.
Barycentric coordinate and its gradient. On an element K with counterclockwise vertices {z 1 , z 2 , z 3 }, we define the barycentric coordinate λ i = (a i x + b i y + c i )/(2|K|), i = 1, 2, 3, such that λ i (z j ) = δ ij . We only need to compute the gradient (and curl, rot, div) operators in this paper, so we only need to compute a i , b i , and the area |K|. The formulas are
and 2|K| = det
The function gradlambda.m computes the coefficients a, b, and area. Here a and b are two NT×3 matrices, with each row stores the coefficients a and b for the three barycentric coordinates of corresponding 3 vertices.
4.3.
Normal and tangential vectors. On a local element K with counterclockwise oriented vertices {z 1 , z 2 , z 3 }, and E 1 = {z 2 , z 3 }, E 2 = {z 3 , z 1 }, and E 3 = {z 1 , z 2 } (Figure  3 ), we will discuss the ∇ and ∇ ⊥ of λ 2 as examples:
and ∇ ⊥ λ 2 = 1 2|K|
where |K| is the area of K. On edge E 1 = {z 2 , z 3 }, the unit tangential and normal vectors are
and n E 1 = 1
where |E| is the length of E. From Figure 3 , we have 
On the hand, since the tangential and normal vectors of an edge are orthogonal, we have
Globally, on E = {z s , z t } (s < t), the unit tangential and normal vectors are
We call the adjacent element whose out unit normal vector is the same as n E as K − , and the element whose out unit normal vector is the opposite of n E as K + . On both K − and
Constructions of edge-based BDM basis functions
Let λ i be the standard linear Lagrange finite element basis function of the vertex z i , i.e., it is piecewise linear on each element, globally continuous, 1 at z i and 0 at other vertices.
For an edge E = {z s , z t }, s < t, 1 ≤ ≤ NE with the globally fixed starting vertex s and terminal vertex t, its two BDM 1 basis functions associated with the edge are
It's clear that the basis functions are only non-zero in the two adjacent elements K − and K + (one element in the case of boundary) of E .
Lemma 5.1. There hold
Proof. By the discussion in Section 4.3, we have
Assume K − 's three counterclockwisely ordered vertices are {z r− , z s , z t }. We call edge with two endpoints z t and z r− to be E t,r− , and the edge with two endpoint z r− and z s to be E s,r− . Here the orientations of these two edges are not important. Then by (4.1), ∇ ⊥ λ s · n E t,r− = 0, and the fact λ t is zero on E s,r− , we get φ ,2 · n E = 0, with E = E s,r− or E t,r− .
We can prove (5.2) is true for φ ,1 and K + similarly. The divergence part of the theorem can be easily proved by recalling the definition of λ s and λ t on K − and K + , and notice that the counterclockwise ordering of vertices on K − is {z r− , z s , z t }, and that on K + is {z r+ , z t , z s }.
Remark 5.2. There are other definitions of the BDM 1 basis functions. One of the popular choice is the following:
The first basis function coincides with the RT 0 basis function with property φ ,1 · n E k = |E |δ k . This set of choices of basis functions is hierarchical. The reason we choose (5.1) is that it is symmetric. If the reader needs the basis to be hierarchical, one should choose (5.4).
Remark 5.3. The other versions of basis functions, for example, the RT basis function used in [2] , choose φ rt · n E k = δ k . The issue of this choice of basis functions is that the mass matrix has a condition number Ch max /h min , where h max and h min are the maximal and minimal diameters of the elements respectably. This will be a problem for an adaptively generated meth. Though it can be easily fixed by preconditioning it with the inverse of the diagonal matrix of it, we avoid it by choosing basis in (5.1) or (5.4).
6. Constructing and solving the matrix problem 6.1. Assembling matrices.
6.1.1. Local matrices. For an element K, we want to compute the local contributions of this element to the matrices B and C.
We use localEdge=[2 3;3 1;1 2] to denote the local edge with respect to the local indices of vertices. For the i-th edge, we let ii1 = localEdge(i,1) and ii2 = ... localEdge(i,2) to denote the local starting and terminal vertices of it. When the local orientation and the global orientation of the edge E is different (signedge of the edge is −1), we need to switch the local order to find the right global starting and terminal vertices of edge. For a given i-th local edge, by the line i1 = (signedge(:,i)>0). * ii1+ ... (signedge(:,i)<0). * ii2, we get i1=ii1 if the local orientation and the global orientation are the same, and i1=ii2 otherwise. i2 can be done similarly. Once we find the i1 (local starting vertex) and i2 (local terminal vertex) with right global orientation, we can get the corresponding coefficients a i1 and b i1 of λ i1 = (a i1 x + b i1 y + c i1 )/(2|K|), and the same things for i2. The function BDMrightorder.m does the above job. With an input of i = 1, 2, or 3 be the local vertex index of an element, this function returns the values i1 and i2, which are the correct starting and terminal vertices of the corresponding edge with respect to the global fixed edge orientation, and ai1,ai2,bi1,bi2 are the corresponding coefficients of λ i1 and λ i2 .
To compute the local contribution of an element K to B, the local mass matrix contains three cases, (α −1 φ i,1 , φ j,1 ), (α −1 φ i,1 , φ j,2 ), and (α −1 φ i,2 , φ j,2 ) with For barycentric coordinates, K λ i λ j dx = (1 + δ i,j )|K|/12. An easy computation shows that
For k = 1, 2, ∇ · φ i,k = 1/(2|K|) when the i-th edge has the same orientation as the global edge, and −1/(2|K|) otherwise. Thus, denote s(i) be the value of signedge(:,i), we have
The local matrix (here we abuse the notations to use local φ i,k , i = 1 · · · 3, k = 1, 2 to denote the local BDM basis functions): ,i) ). MATLAB function sparse is used to generate the global matrices from local contributions. This is one of the key step to ensure the vectorization of the MATLAB finite element code, see [10, 11] for more detailed discussions on sparse.
Here are some comments of the MATLAB code assemblebdm.m.
• Line 1: The function is called by
where A is a (2 * NE+NT) * (2 * NE+NT) matrix, a,b,area are the coefficients of local barycentric coordinates, signedge is the NT * 3 matrix about the local and global edge orientations, and inva is NT * 1 vector of α −1 .
• Lines 4-15: We generates the matrix B = (α −1 σ h , τ h ), σ h and τ h in BDM 1 by assembling local element-wise contributions.
• Lines 6-7: We generates the right starting and terminal indices of a global edge in the local element, and their corresponding coefficients of local barycentric coordinates.
• Lines 8-10: We compute E, H, and G, which are (α −1 φ i,1 , φ j,1 ) K , (α −1 φ i,1 , φ j,2 ) K , and (α −1 φ i,2 , φ j,2 ) K , respectively.
• Lines 11-13: B is generated by sparse. • Lines 21: A is generated by adding a zero matrix D on 22 block. 6.2. Assembling the force f term. Since ∇ · σ h ∈ P 0 , we only need the numerical integration of the f term to be accurate as if f is a constant on each element. Thus, the term related to −(f, 1) K can be computed by a one-point quadrature rule:
where (x mid , y mid ) are the coordinates of the gravity center of the element K.
Generating boundary data.
On the boundary, we need sign D and sign N to denote the difference between orientations inherited from the local edge ordering of the element and the global edge orientations like edgesign. Since the unit out normal vector of an element on the boundary is the same as the unit out normal vector of the whole domain, sign D and sign N are actually the difference of normal directions of Dirichlet and Neumann edges and global out normal directions.
The MATLAB function boundary.m generates the Dirichlet and Neumann edges and their orientations with respect to the global edges.
• Lines 3-10: We generates un-sorted Dirichlet and Neumann edges and their signs.
• Lines 11-13: We generates sorted Dirichlet and Neumann edges and their signs. We denote the set of indices of edges on the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary to be ind D and ind N, respectively. To computer the term −(τ · n, g D ) Γ D , we need to be careful about two things. One is the difference between unit out normal vector of the domain and that of the edge, the other one is the numerical quadrature formula. In order to guarantee the convergence order of BDM 1 element, we should use two-point numerical quadrature on an edge. The 2-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature of a function f (x) on interval [a, b] is:
Note that on a Dirichlet edge E j = {z s , z t }, s < t, φ j,1 · n E j = λ s /|E j | and φ j,2 · n E j = λ t /|E j |. Thus, to compute − E j (φ j, · n Ω )g D dx by formula (6.1), we need the value of g D at quadrature points
, where n 1 and n 2 are the coordinates of the z s and z t , respectively. We also need to know the value of λ s and λ t at p 1 and p 2 , which are
Thus, by letting s(j) = sign D(j), s(j) = 1 or −1 be the number denoting the difference between the local and global edge orientation on Γ D , we have
To handle the Neumann boundary condition, on each E j = {z s , z t } ∈ E N , we want to
Let s(j) = 1 or −1 be the number denoting the difference between the local and global edge orientation on E j , we should have
Since E λ i λ j ds = |E|(1 + δ ij )/6, replace (g N , λ s ) E j and (g N , λ t ) E j , by I j,s and I j,t using the two-point numerical quadrature (6.1) as we did for g D , we get
or, in the notation of (2.9),
With this know σ N , then the right-hand side of the discrete problem can be easily handled as in [1, 10] . The followings are some comments about the function rhside.m of handling the f term and boundary conditions.
• Lines 5-6: We generate terms related to −(f, v). Table 1 . Errors of σ and u on different mesh sizes Actually, it is insensitive to the staring and terminal vertices:
and on adjacent elements K − = {z r− , z s , z t } and K + = {z r+ , z t , z s },
x − x r− y − y r− and φ rt | K + = − 1 2|K + |
x − x r+ y − y r+ .
Thus lines 4-5 of BDMrightorder is unnecessary for RT 0 elements. For all RT k and BDM k spaces, basis functions are divided into two categories, edge based functions and element-based functions. The element based functions are usually easy to construct since they are only non-zero in one element, see [4] . So we will only discuss edge based basis functions. Both RT k and BDM k spaces have k + 1 basis functions on each edge. We only need to functions to span P k (E ) on E . For BDM 2 and RT 2 , three edge basis functions on E are That is, we use λ 2 s , λ 2 t , and λ s λ t to span P 2 on E . We can use other choices, for example, Legendre polynomials for high order spaces. With this observation, the code developed in this paper can be easily adapted to these spaces.
Nédélec spaces in 2D.
For Nédélec spaces, the 1st and 2nd types Nédélec spaces correspond to their H(div) counterparts are RT and BDM spaces, respectively. We also only need to discuss the construction of basis functions on edges. By (4.2), the zeromoment H(curl) edge basis function is ψ ned = λ s ∇λ t − λ t ∇λ s .
The linear H(curl) edge basis functions are ψ ned ,1 = λ s ∇λ t and ψ ned ,2 = −λ t ∇λ s .
H(div)
and H(curl) and basis functions in 3D. For a tetrahedral mesh, H(div) basis functions are defined on faces. Like the edge structure in this paper, we should define a face matrix. If F = {z r , z s , z t }, we need ensure r < s < t, and choose the normal direction such that the area of {z r , z s , z t } is positive. Once this is done, we can do similar things as in 2D. The BDM 1 basis functions in 3D on a face F = {z r , z s , z t } are λ r ∇λ s × ∇λ t , λ s ∇λ t × ∇λ r , and λ t ∇λ r × ∇λ s .
Its RT 0 basis function on F is λ r ∇λ s × ∇λ t + λ s ∇λ t × ∇λ r + λ t ∇λ r × ∇λ s .
For three dimensionalal H(curl) space, basis functions in barycentric coordinates can be found in [12] .
